ABSTRACT: Attachment lug joints are commonly used in aerospace and mechanical structures. Lug joints are generally used to connect major structure components for transfer of loads and they often subjected to repeated load spectra. Lug and pin joints have been designed based on theoretical strength of materials models. In this study, geometry was determined and analysed using theoretical Strength of material calculations. The ultimate loads and allowable stresses by using different materials (Inconel718, Waspaloy, Stellite6, 2024T351 plate, 7075T651 plate, Mg Bronze, 4130 steel) in the current lug joint geometry are caliculated by strength of material calculations. From calculations we determined the allowable limiting loads for those different materials in the double shear lug joint. It is suggested the highest allowable limiting load of a double shear lug joint by using different materials in the geometry under allowable stresses.
I. INTRODUCTION
Lugs are connector type elements used as structural supports for pin connections. Prior to the 1950's, lugs were overdesigned as weight and space were not design driving factors. With the tightening of weight, cost, and space requirements in the aerospace industry, a more precise method of lug analysis was required. Early aerospace lug analysis, developed in the 1950's at Lockheed Aircraft Corporation by F.P. Cozzone, M.A... Melcon, and F.M Hoblit and summarized in Reference 2 and 3, addressed prior anticonservative assumptions, such as incomplete evaluation of the effect of stress concentration and pin adequacy with respect to bending. This work provided to analyse axial and transverse components for various material combinations of Inconel718, Waspaloy, Stellite6, 2024T351 plate, 7075T651 plate, Mg Bronze, 4130 steel in lug-link-bush-pin geometry to determined bearing stress &bearing load of lug joints ,bush bearing stress and bush bearing load ,shear stress , bending stress and bending load of pin .By considering all allowable loads in the lug-link-bush-pin geometry, hence predicted the allowable limiting of lug-linkbush-pin for different material combinations. From the predicted allowable limiting loads for different material combinations in lug-link-bush-pin geometry, choosing the maximum allowable limiting load combination to bear the loads without failure in the geometry 
III. CALCULATION OF ULTIMATE LOADS AND ULTIMATE STRESS FOR A UNIFORMLY LOADED LUG-LINK-BUSH-PIN (INCONEL718-WASPALOY-STELLITE6-INCONEL718)
The ) =0.5678 in Therefore, the same value of P uLBmax would be obtained if the thickness of lug and link reduced to above balanced widths which their thickness reduces to the current geometry. From the above table the bearing stress for inconel718 is maximum and 2024T351 is minimum .For net section tensile Stress also inconel 718 having maximum and 2024T351is minimum. For bush bearing stress also inconel718 is maximum and 2024T351 is minimum. So here for lug 2024T351 is preferable. From the above table the bearing stress for Waspaloy is maximum and 7075T651plate is minimum .For net section tensile Stress also Waspaloy having maximum and 7075T651plate is minimum for bush bearing stress also Waspaloy is maximum and Mg bronze is minimum so here for link 7075T651plate is preferable. From the above table the bearing stress for inconel718 is maximum and 2024T351 is minimum For net section tensile Stress also inconel 718 having maximum and 2024T351is minimum for bush bearing stress also inconel718 is maximum and 2024T351 is minimum so here for lug 2024T351 is preferable. From the above table the bearing stress for Waspaloy is maximum and 7075T651plate is minimum for net section tensile Stress also Waspaloy having maximum and 7075T651plate is minimum for bush bearing stress also Waspaloy is maximum and Mg bronze is minimum so here for link 7075T651plate is preferable. 
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